
1. Why are you running for State Legislature? What are your qualifications?

What have you accomplished in any offices you now hold or have recently held?

-I am running for the CA State Senate in order to help out my community,

particularly the minority community of Asian Americans and Latino Americans of

District 10. For too long we have been represented by white voices, who do not

reflect our values. As I am just an ordinary citizen, I do not hold any previous

legislating offices, but I do have numerous years of advocacy and volunteering

efforts for the minority groups of District 10.

2.  Where are you getting your funding for the campaign?

- As this is a pure grassroots campaign, I am funded by small donations from the

people of District 10, as well as paying out of pocket. To my knowledge, I am the

ONLY candidate currently in this rate who has volunteeringly spent below the

$2000 threshold in this race.

Are there any sources of financial contributions for your campaign that you refuse

to accept? Do you refuse to accept money from developers or corporations or

their PACs?

- I refuse to accept ANY donation that is not from a member of District 10. This

means refusing donations from corporations, the PACs of corporations, as well

as any other outside interest group.

What is your position on statewide public financing of state office campaigns?

- I support a spending limit, but as that is currently not feasible due to Citizens
United v. FEC, I support funding from the state.

3. What is required of a constituent to meet with you?

- Generally just an email or a phone call giving me a heads up. I am available

weekdays after 5pm and most weekends.

4. Please provide your positions/ policy proposals on the following issues.

Indicate your sponsorship and/or votes on previous relevant legislation and

desire for future legislation. We encourage you to discuss funding sources for

program proposals.

- income, wealth, and tax inequality



I support a tax on the ultra high net worth of this state.

- universal ("Medicare for All") healthcare legislation (state and national)

I am against M4A on the state level. Something of this size must be done on the

national level, or else it simply will not work.

- controlling the influences of profit-driven prescription drug and vaccine

manufacturers

There needs to be more oversight on drug pricing. The price of insulin is the most

egregious example here.

- legalization of psychedelic plants and/or additional policy on marijuana

Marijuana is already legal in CA and I support its continued legalization. I am also

pro-decriminalization of LSD.

- fracking and other environmental issues, including coal in Oakland

We need to phase out un-renewables, and the best way to do so is by increasing

our usage of nuclear generators.

- the Green New Deal (state and national, including making public transportation

free for all and ending the sale of fossil-fuel vehicles by 2035?)

Like Medicare4All, this has to be something done on the national level.

- the Oakland A's proposed development at Howard Terminal

As long as no taxpayer dollars are used, I am okay with it.

- minority/ democratic rights

I support bills to reduce Anti-Asian discrimination as well as helping out our

Latino community.

- police and prison reform (including county Supervisors having more oversight of

Sheriff departments, such as AB 1185)

5. One consequence of the passage of Prop 14 in 2010 is that candidates from

small political parties must now gather vastly more signatures (in-lieu of the filing



fee). For example 4750 for state office, instead of the previous 150.  Would you

help us lower these numbers?

Yes, absolutely. The current requirements are absolutely ridiculous. Especially

the requirement on gathering signatures when COVID is still ongoing.

6. Will you help build on the recent legislation on public banking and advocate for

a public Bank of California (similar to North Dakota's), where state funds could be

deposited and where there would be progressive loan policy, such as for

infrastructure?

No. Such a system would only bring an invitation to public graft and corruption.

7. Are there other important issues facing California which you would like to

highlight?  How would you propose addressing them? Are there other goals for

your candidacy you wish to note?

The main reason why I am running is

8. Please list endorsements you have received for your campaign.

Flavio Cesar Arechiga: Advocate and leader of the Fresno Latino Community

Andrew Wong: Scientist and Researcher

Alexandro Morales: School Teacher

Charles (Chang-Sun) Ryu: Advocate and leader of the Bay Area’s Korean

Community

9. Have you signed, or will you soon sign, Move to Amend's candidates' and

elected officials’ pledge?  It supports HJR 48, the We the People amendment to

the US Constitution, which would abolish corporate personhood, rescind

constitutional rights for corporations, and end financial expenditures being legally

treated as expressions of free speech: https://www.movetoamend.org/pledge

Yes, I will sign it.

https://www.movetoamend.org/pledge

